The recently discovered charge order is a generic feature of cuprate superconductors, however, its microscopic origin remains debated. Within the framework of the fermion-spin theory, the nature of charge order in the pseudogap phase and its evolution with doping are studied by taking into account the electron self-energy (then the pseudogap) effect. It is shown that the antinodal region of the electron Fermi surface is suppressed by the electron self-energy, and then the lowenergy electron excitations occupy the disconnected Fermi arcs located around the nodal region. In particular, the charge-order state is driven by the Fermi-arc instability, with a characteristic wave vector corresponding to the hot spots of the Fermi arcs rather than the antinodal nesting vector. Moreover, although the Fermi arc increases its length as a function of doping, the charge-order wave vector reduces almost linearity with the increase of doping. The theory also indicates that the Fermi arc, charge order, and pseudogap in cuprate superconductors are intimately related each other, and all of them emanates from the electron self-energy due to the interaction between electrons by the exchange of spin excitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
After intensive investigations over several years, a large body of experimental evidences has suggested the presence of charge order, or equivalently chargedensity-wave, in the pseudogap phase of cuprate superconductors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In particular, it has been argued that charge order may be a natural consequence of an electron Fermi surface (EFS) instability competing with superconductivity 1, 4, [6] [7] [8] . In the early days of angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on cuprate superconductors in the normal-state, it is shown that EFS forms a continuous contour in momentum space in the entire doping range, and then the underlying EFS satisfies Luttinger's theorem [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Later, with the improvements in the resolution of ARPES experiments, the observed data indicate that in the underdoped and optimally doped regimes, although the normal-state of cuprate superconductors is metallic, EFS around the antinodal region is suppressed, leading to that the low-energy electron excitations occupy disconnected segments called as the Fermi arcs located at the nodal region of the Brillouin zone [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , however, the underlying EFS determined from the low-energy spectral weight still fulfills Luttinger's theorem 18 . Very recently, some ARPES experimental results 1, 6, 8 show that charge order emerges just below the pseudogap crossover temperature T * , with a characteristic charge-order wave vector that rules out simple antinodal nesting in the single-particle limit but matches well with a phenomenological model of a many-body instability of the Fermi arcs. Furthermore, it is shown that the charge-order state is particularly obvious in the underdoped regime, and then the magnitude of the charge-order wave vector Q CO smoothly decreases upon increasing doping 6 . These ARPES experimental results 1, 6, 8 on the other hand indicate that there is an intrinsic link between the low-energy electronic structure and charge order in the pseudogap phase of cuprate superconductors.
Although the experimental observations from different measurement techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have confirmed that charge order is a generic feature of cuprate superconductors, its full understanding is still a challenging issue. Theoretically, the possible relationship between the pseudogap and charge order has been extensively studied [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . On the one hand, it has been postulated that charge order is an instability of the Fermi arcs, in which the Fermi arcs themselves result from an EFS instability around the antinodal region that is distinct from charge order 26 . On the other hand, it has been suggested that the chargeorder wave vectors spanning the tips of the Fermi arcs are a direct signature of the pseudogap formation due to charge order, rather than being suggestive of pre-existing Fermi arcs that are unstable to charge order [27] [28] [29] . In particular, within a three-band model, it has been shown that the antiferromagnetic (AF) correlations lead to a pseudogap-like reconstruction of EFS, then charge-order emerges from this pseudogap state, and is not the primary source of the pseudogap 30 . However, up to now, the nature of charge order has not been discussed starting from a microscopic superconducting (SC) mechanism, and no explicit calculations of the doping dependence of the charge-order wave vector Q CO has been made so far. Superconductivity in cuprate superconductors is realized when charge carriers are doped into a parent Mott insulating state. This Mott insulating state emergences to be due to the strong electron correlation 31 , while the strong electron correlation manifests itself by the no-double electron occupancy constraint in the system. To the best of our knowledge, there are two complementary approaches that have been used popularly to treat the no-double electron occupancy constraint: (a) Within the numerical techniques 32 , the no-double electron occupancy constraint can be treated exactly at zero temperature. In particular, a number of the numerical simulations has demonstrated, at various levels of rigour, that EFS of cuprate superconductors in the normal-state is consistent with a large EFS [32] [33] [34] [35] with the area that is given by 1−δ as expected from Luttinger's theorem, where δ is the charge-carrier doping concentration. (b) Alternatively, based on the charge-spin separation, the analytical calculation to implement the elimination of the double electron occupancy is the slave-particle approach [36] [37] [38] , where the physical electron is decoupled according to its charge and spin degrees of freedom, and then the no-double electron occupancy constraint can be treated at all temperatures. However, a long-standing problem is how a microscopic SC theory based on the charge-spin separation can give a consistent description of a large EFS in cuprate superconductors. In our recent work 39 , we follow the kinetic-energy-driven SC mechanism to develop a full charge-spin recombination scheme, where a charge carrier and a localized spin are fully recombined into a physical electron. Within this full charge-spin recombination scheme, we 39 have studied the electronic structure of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state. For a superconductor, EFS is defined just above the SC transition temperature T c . However, we 39 have defined operationally EFS of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state as the contour determined from the low-energy spectral weight, and then show that EFS of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state is a large EFS in the entire doping range, while the anomalous peak-dip-hump structure in the electron spectrum is mainly caused by the pseudogap, in qualitative agreement with the corresponding ARPES experimental results 8 . In this paper, we try to discuss the microscopic origin of charge order and its evolution with doping in the pseudogap phase along with this line. As a complement of the our previous analysis of EFS of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state 39 , we first study the nature of EFS in the normal-state, and then show that the area enclosed by EFS is identical to the total numbers of electrons as expected from Luttinger's theorem. However, the antinodal region of EFS is suppressed by the electron self-energy in the particle-hole channel, leading to that EFS is broken into the disconnected Fermi arcs around the nodal region. In particular, the chargeorder state is driven by the Fermi-arc instability, with a characteristic wave vector corresponding to the hot spots of the Fermi arcs rather than the antinodal nesting vector. Our theory also shows that the Fermi arc, charge order, and pseudogap in cuprate superconductors are intimately related each other, and all of them emanates from the electron self-energy in the particle-hole channel due to the interaction between electrons by the exchange of spin excitations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present the basic formalism in Section II, where we reduce the electron Green's function of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state obtained from the full charge-spin recombination scheme to the present case in the normalstate. The quantitative characteristics of the nature of charge order and its evolution with doping in the pseudogap phase then is discussed in Section III, where we show that although the Fermi arc increases its length as a function of doping, the charge-order wave vector Q CO reduces linearity with the increase of doping. Finally, we give a summary in Section IV.
II. FORMALISM
Very soon after the discovery of superconductivity in cuprate superconductors 40 , Anderson 41 suggested that the essential physics of cuprate superconductors can be described by the t-J model on a square lattice,
where the summation is over all sites l, and the hopping amplitudes t lm connect sites l and m. In the kineticenergy term, we will restrict to our attention to the nearest (t) and next nearest (−t ) neighbor hoppings, while ll in the Heisenberg term means the spin-spin interaction occurs only for the nearest-neighbor (NN) sites. C † lσ (C lσ ) denotes the electron creation (destruction) operator of one electron on site l with spin σ =↑, ↓,
are spin operators, and µ is the chemical potential. In this t-J model (1), the hopping amplitudes t lm measure the electron delocalization through the lattice, while the AF exchange interaction J describes AF coupling between localized spins. In spite of its simple form, the t-J model (1) has been proved to be very difficult to analyze, analytically as well as numerically, because of the restriction of the motion of electrons in the restricted Hilbert space without double electron occupancy, i.e., σ C † lσ C lσ ≤ 1. In the early days of superconductivity, we 36, 42 have developed a fermion-spin theory to confront this no-double electron occupancy constraint, where the constrained electron operators C l↑ and C l↓ are decoupled as,
respectively, with the fermion operator h lσ = e −iΦ lσ h l that keeps track of the charge degree of freedom together with some effects of spin configuration rearrangements due to the presence of the doped hole itself (charge carrier), while the spin operator S l represents the spin degree of freedom, and then the local constraint of no double electron occupancy is always satisfied in actual calculations. In this fermion-spin representation (2), the original t-J model (1) can be rewritten as,
where
l are the spinlowering and spin-raising operators for the spin S = 1/2, respectively, J eff = (1 − δ) 2 J, and δ = h † lσ h lσ = h † l h l is the charge-carrier doping concentration. In conventional metals, the fermiology is essentially determined by the lowering of the total kinetic energy which becomes possible when a periodic potential supports the delocalization of the electron local state into extended one with a well-defined momentum and a correspondingly homogeneous distribution of the charge density 1 . However, in doped cuprates, the restriction of no double electron occupancy in a given site induces a strong coupling between the charge and spin degrees of freedom of the constrained electron, which reflects a fact that even the kinetic energy in the t-J model (1) has strong Coulombic contribution, and therefore pushes the system to find new ways to lower its total energy. This tendency on the other hand leads to the emergence of a rich variety of the doping dependence of ordered states 1 . Based on the t-J model (3) in the fermion-spin representation, the kinetic-energy-driven SC mechanism has been developed in the doped regime without an AF longrange order 36, 43, 44 , where the interaction between charge carriers directly from the kinetic energy of the t-J model (3) by the exchange of spin excitations induces the dwave SC-state in the particle-particle channel and pseudogap state in the particle-hole channel, therefore there is a coexistence of the SC-state and pseudogap state in the whole SC dome. The electron Cooper pairs on the other hand originated from the charge-carrier pairing state are due to the charge-spin recombination. For the discussions of the electronic structure of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state, we 39 have developed a full charge-spin recombination scheme, where the coupling form between the electron quasiparticle and spin excitation in the t-J model (3) is the same as that between the charge-carrier quasiparticle and spin excitation, and then the full electron diagonal and off-diagonal Green's functions of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state are obtained. Following our previous discussions 39 , the full electron Green's function of cuprate superconductors in the SC-state obtained from the full charge-spin recombination scheme can be reduced to the present case in the normal-state by the condition of the SC gap parameter ∆ = 0,
where the mean-field (MF) electron Green's function
and Z is the number of the NN or next NN sites on a square lattice, while the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in the particle-hole channel is obtained directly from the corresponding electron selfenergy in the SC-state given in Ref. 39 in the case of ∆ = 0,
with Λ k = Ztγ k − Zt γ k , and the spin bubble,
where the MF spin Green's function has been given by,
with the MF spin excitation spectrum ω k and function B k that have been given explicitly in Ref. 36 . In cuprate superconductors, the strong electron correlation and the related quasiparticle coherence are closely related to the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω), and then the behavior of the electrons in the normal-state is most fully described in terms of the electron Green's function, the poles of which map the energy versus momentum dependence of the electron quasiparticles. The locus of the poles at the electron Fermi energy defines EFS, from which almost all the electronic properties in the normal-state emanate. However, in the framework of the full charge-spin recombination 39 , this electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in Eq. (5) originates in the electron's coupling to spin excitations, and therefore in striking contrast to the electron self-energy in conventional superconductors, Σ 1 (k, ω) is strong dependence of energy and momentum 39 , which therefore complicates the physical properties of the electronic structure in cuprate superconductors.
Eqs. (4) and (5) show that the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) and electron Green's function G(k, ω) are related self-consistently. However, the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in Eq. (5) is not an even function of ω. For the evaluation of Σ 1 (k, ω), we break up
, with Σ 1e (k, ω) and ωΣ 1o (k, ω) that are the corresponding symmetric and antisymmetric parts of Σ 1 (k, ω), respectively, and then both Σ 1e (k, ω) and Σ 1o (k, ω) are even functions of ω. In particular, the antisymmetric part Σ 1o (k, ω) of the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) is directly related to the electron quasiparticle coherent weight as 45 
As a first step of discussions, we only focus on the low-energy behavior. In this case, the electron quasiparticle coherent weight can be generally discussed in the static limit, i.e., Z −1
As in conventional superconductors 45 , the retarded function ReΣ 1e (k, ω) | ω=0 just renormalizes the chemical potential. Although Z F (k) still is a function of momentum, the momentum dependence may be unimportant in a qualitative discussion, and therefore the wave vector k in Z F (k) can be chosen as,
just as it has been done in the ARPES experiments 46, 47 . Moreover, this electron quasiparticle coherent weight Z F reduces the electron quasiparticle bandwidth, and suppresses the spectral weight of the single-particle excitation spectrum 39 . With the above static-limit approximation, the full electron Green's function in Eq. (4) can be evaluated explicitly as,
withε k = Z F ε k . Although the form of the electron Green's function in Eq. (9) obtained in the static-limit approximation is similar to that obtained in the MF approximation, the partial effect of the quasiparticle coherence has been contained in terms of the quasiparticle coherent weight Z F . With the help of the electron Green's function in Eq. (9) and spin Green's function in Eq. (7), the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in Eq. (5) is evaluated explicitly as,
, and the function,
where n (ν) 1Bpp
, and n B (ω) and n F (ω) are the boson and fermion distribution functions, respectively. In this case, the electron quasiparticle coherent weight Z F satisfies the following self-consistent equation,
where the wave vector k A = [π, 0]. The above equation (12) must be solved simultaneously with the following self-consistent equation,
and then the electron quasiparticle coherent weight Z F and chemical potential µ are determined by the selfconsistent calculation without using any adjustable parameters.
III. CHARGE ORDER AND ITS EVOLUTION WITH DOPING
In this section, we show that the quantitative characteristics of charge order and its evolution with doping in the pseudogap phase observed from ARPES experiments 1,6 can be described within the framework of the fermion-spin theory. In cuprate superconductors, although the values of J, t, and t are believed to vary somewhat from compound to compound 48 , however, as in our previous studies 39 , the commonly used parameters in this paper are chosen as t/J = 2.5 and t /t = 0.3 for a qualitative discussion.
A. Electron Fermi surface
In ARPES experiments, the intensity of ARPES spectra at zero energy is used to map out the underlying EFS, i.e., the underlying EFS is determined by looking at the electron spectral function A(k, ω = 0) to map out the locus of the maximum in the intensity of A(k, ω = 0). The notion of EFS is one of the characteristic concepts in the field of condensed matter physics, and it plays a crucial role in the understanding of the physical properties of interacting electron systems. This is why a central question in the theory of cuprate superconductors concerns the nature and topology of EFS. For a better understanding of the intrinsic link between charge order and fermiology, we first discuss EFS in the static-limit approximation for the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω). In this case, the electron spectral function A(k, ω) = −2ImG(k, ω) is obtained directly from the above electron Green's function (9) as,
where the energy and momentum dependence in the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) has been dropped, and then the electron spectral function in Eq. (14) has a Dirac delta function form on the quasiparticle dispersion curves,ε k versus k, reflecting that the quasiparticles are free electrons. In other words, the form of the electron spectral function in Eq. (14) is similar to that obtained in the MF approximation, and then EFS is necessarily a surface in momentum-space on which the electron lifetime becomes infinitely long in the limit as one approaches EFS. In Fig.  1 , we plot a map of the electron spectral intensity A(k, 0) in Eq. (14) for the underdoping δ = 0.12 with temperature T = 0.002J, where EFS forms a continuous contour in momentum space. To show this point clearly, we plot A(k, 0) in the [k x , k y ] plane at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J in Fig. 2 , where we see that the peaks with the same height distribute uniformly along EFS, and then a large EFS is formed as a closed contour of the gapless excitations in momentum space, in qualitative agreement with the early ARPES experimental results [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Moreover, according to one of the self-consistent equations (13), EFS with the area contains 1 − δ electrons, and therefore is consistent with that predicted by the Luttinger's theorem. However, the antinodal nesting, marked by the yellow arrow in Fig. 1 , yields an ordered wave vector Q AN ∼ 0.184, which is in disagreement with the experimental average values 1-9 of the charge-order wave vector Q CD ∼ 0.256 observed on cuprate superconductors at the doping concentration δ ≈ 0.12, reflecting a fact that the electron-hole scattering between antinodal excitations with the wave vector Q AN is inadequate for a description of the charge-order state 6 . However, we will show in the following discussions that in the underdoped and optimally doped regimes, the energy and momentum dependence of the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) truncates this continuous contour in momentum space into the disconnected Fermi arcs located around the nodal region of the Brillouin zone, then the charge-order state is driven by the Fermi-arc instability, with a characteristic wave vector Q HS corresponding to the hot spots of the Fermi arcs that is in agreement with the experimental average values of the charge-order wave vector Q CD 1-9 .
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FIG. 1: (Color online)
The map of the electron spectral intensity A(k, 0) at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J for t/J = 2.5 and t /t = 0.3. 
B. Charge order driven by Fermi-arc instability
As a doped Mott insulator, the strong electron correlation in cuprate superconductors is closely related to the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω). In particular, the detailed form of the line shape of the electron spectrum and reconstruction of EFS are determined by Σ 1 (k, ω). In order to take into account the effect of Σ 1 (k, ω) on the electronic structure, the electron spectral function can be evaluated directly from the electron Green's function (4) as, (15) where ImΣ 1 (k, ω) and ReΣ 1 (k, ω) are the corresponding imaginary and real parts of Σ 1 (k, ω) in Eq. (10), respectively. Since the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) is involved in the electron spectral function (15) , the electron quasiparticle energies are renormalized and they acquire a finite lifetime. In Fig. 3 , we plot a map of the electron spectral intensity A(k, 0) in Eq. (15) at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J in comparison with the corresponding experimental result 6 obtained from Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ at the doping regime around δ ≈ 0.12 (inset). Comparing it with Fig. 1 for the same set of parameters except for the effect from the energy and momentum dependence of Σ 1 (k, ω), we see that EFS around the antinodal region has been suppressed by the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω), leaving behind disconnected Fermi arcs centered around the nodal region, in qualitative agreement with the experimental results 6, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . For a determination of the positions of the hot spots on the Fermi arcs, we plot A(k, 0) in the [k x , k y ] plane at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J in Fig.  4 , where the locations of the hot spots, marked by the black circles, are thus determined by the highest peak heights on the Fermi arcs. In this case, the wave vector connecting the hot spots is found to be Q HS ∼ 0.270, closely matching the experimental average values of the charge-order wave vector Q CD ∼ 0.256 found in the underdoped cuprate superconductors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These hot spots connected by the charge-order wave vector contribute effectively to the electron quasiparticle scattering process. The number of electrons in state k is obtained by summing over all energies ω, weight by the electron spectral function (15) as,
where n kσ is so-called the electron momentum distribution. This electron momentum distribution is a quantity of great interest and its determination is very important, since EFS is also given by the set of k values for which n kσ shows a jump in discontinuity. When this discontinuity is smeared out, the gradient of n kσ , ∇n kσ , is assumed to be maximal at the locus of the underlying EFS 49 . In  Fig. 5 , we plot a map of n kσ over the entire Brillouin zone at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J, where the identification of a large EFS is unambiguous. To further analyze the nature of EFS, we plot n kσ along the k = [0, 0] to k = [π, π] direction at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J in Fig.  6 . For a non-interacting electron system, the electron states are filled up to the Fermi momentum k F , and then n kσ shows a sudden drop at k F . However, when the electron interaction (then the electron correlation) increases, n kσ begins to deform, and then the electrons that used to occupy states below k F in the case without electron interaction have moved to the states that were unoccupied in the presence of the electron interaction. The present result in Fig. 6 thus shows that the shape of the electron momentum distribution of cuprate superconductors in the normal-state is a should-be electron momentum distribution, i.e., in some part (below the electron Fermi energy) the distribution is closer to 1, while in other part (above the electron Fermi energy) it is approximately closer to zero, in qualitative agreement with the results obtained from the numerical simulations [33] [34] [35] [49] [50] [51] and experimental observation 52, 53 . In particular, although the low-energy spectral weight has been renormalized by the electron self- energy Σ 1 (k, ω) , the area contained by EFS is invariant under the interaction effect, and then the underlying EFS still fulfills Luttinger's theorem. Now we turn to discuss the evolution of charge order with doping. We have made a series of calculations for the electron spectral function A(k, 0) at different doping concentrations, and the results show that although the Fermi-arc length is rather short in the underdoped regime, the Fermi arc increases its length as a function of doping, and therefore there is a tendency towards to form a closed contour in momentum space in the heavily overdoped regime [16] [17] [18] 21, 23, 24 . However, in contrast to the case of the Fermi-arc length, the wave vector Q HS smoothly decreases with the increase of doping. To show this evolution of Q HS with doping clearly, the result for the extracted wave vector Q HS as a function of doping with T = 0.002J is plotted in Fig. 7 in comparison with the Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ experimental data 6 of the charge-order wave vector Q CO , where Q HS reduces almost linearity with increasing doping. Incorporating both the results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 7 , it is thus shown that both the wave vector magnitude Q HS and its evolution with doping qualitatively agree with the corresponding Bi 2 Sr 2−x La x CuO 6+δ experimental data 6 . The qualitative agreement between the present theoretical results and experimental data therefore suggests that the chargeorder state is indeed driven by the Fermi-arc instability. The above obtained results indicate clearly that as a result of the self-consistent interplay between electrons and spin excitations in cuprate superconductors, the electron quasiparticle energies are strongly renormalized. These renormalized electron quasiparticles occupy the disconnected Fermi arcs, and then the charge-order state is driven by the Fermi-arc instability. Within the framework of the fermion-spin theory 36, 42 , the essential physics of charge order in the pseudogap phase can be intrinsically attributed to the energy and momentum dependence of the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in the particlehole channel. This follows a fact that EFS is determined directly by,
in the electron spectral function A(k, ω) in Eq. (15) at zero energy [then the poles of the electron Green's function at zero energy], and then the lifetime of the electron quasiparticle at EFS is determined by the inverse of the imaginary part of the electron self-energy 1/|ImΣ 1 (k F , 0)|. In Fig. 8 , we map the intensity of the imaginary part of |ImΣ 1 (k, 0)| at δ = 0.12 with T = 0.002J. As seen from Fig. 8 , |ImΣ 1 (k, 0)| is strongly dependent on momentum, and has a strong angular dependence with actual maximums around the antinodal region at EFS, which leads to that the part of EFS around the antinodal region is suppressed, leaving behind disconnected segments. On the other hand, the actual minimums do not appear around the nodal points of the Fermi arcs, but locate exactly at the positions of the hot spots of the Fermi arcs. These hot spots on the Fermi arcs yield a charge-order wave vector Q HS , and therefore contribute effectively to the electron quasiparticle scattering process.
In our previous work 44 , it has been shown that the interaction between charge carriers directly from the kinetic energy of the t-J model (3) by the exchange of spin excitations induces the charge-carrier self-energy Σ (h) 1 (k, ω) (then the pseudogap) in the particle-hole channel and charge-carrier self-energy Σ (h) 2 (k, ω) (then the charge-carrier pairing state) in the particle-particle channel, and then the pseudogap is identified as being a region of the charge-carrier self-energy effect in the particle-hole channel in which the charge transport of cuprate superconductors can be interpreted in terms of the formation of this pseudogap 36, 54 . On the other hand, the electronic state originated from the charge-carrier state is due to the full charge-spin recombination 39 , then the electron self-energies Σ 1 (k, ω) in the particle-hole channel and Σ 2 (k, ω) (then the electron Cooper pairing state) in the particle-particle channel are thought to be generated by the interaction between electrons by the exchange of spin excitations, and therefore the physics of the pseudogap state in the charge-carrier state is also true in the present electronic state 39 . In this case, the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in Eq. (10) also can be rewritten as 39, 44 ,
2 (k) = Σ 1 (k, ω = 0) can be obtained directly from the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in Eq. (10) . As in the charge-carrier state 44 , the pseudogap∆ PG (k) is also identified as being a region of the electron self-energy effect in the particle-hole channel in which the pseudogap∆ PG (k) suppresses the low-energy spectral weight of the electron quasiparticle excitation spectrum. To show this point clearly, the corresponding imaginary part of Σ 1 (k, ω) also can be expressed explicitly in terms of Eq. (18) as,
which shows that there is an intrinsic relation between the electron quasiparticle scattering and pseudogap ∆ PG (k), in agreement with the ARPES experiment 55 . The result in Eq. (19) also shows that the pseudogap ∆ PG (k) is strongly dependent on momentum, and then the product of [∆ PG (k)]
2 and the delta function δ(ε 0k ) has the same angular dependence on EFS as that of |ImΣ 1 (k, 0)| shown in Fig. 8 . In particular, this product of [∆ PG (k)] 2 and δ(ε 0k ) plays the same role in the suppression of EFS around the antinodal region as that of |ImΣ 1 (k, 0)|, i.e., it suppresses EFS around the antinodal region, leading to that EFS consists, not of closed contour, but only of four disconnected Fermi arcs centered around the nodal region, and then the charge-order state is driven by the Fermi-arc instability. In other words, the charge-order state is manifested within the pseudogap regime, then the Fermi arc, charge order, and pseudogap in cuprate superconductors are intimately related each other, and they have a root in common originated from the electron self-energy Σ 1 (k, ω) in the particle-hole channel due to the interaction between electrons by the exchange of spin excitations. Moreover, the pseudogap parameter∆ PG in Eq. (18) has the same doping dependence as that obtained previously from the chargecarrier self-energy in Ref. 44 , i.e., the magnitude of the pseudogap parameter∆ PG smoothly decreases upon increasing doping 39 . This doping dependence of the pseudogap parameter∆ PG therefore leads to that the chargeorder wave vector decreases with the increase of doping in cuprate superconductors.
Finally, it should be noted that the emergence of charge order in the pseudogap phase of cuprate superconductors has been detected with various techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] including ARPES, scanning tunneling (STM), resonant X-ray scattering (REXS), and other methods. In particular, the experimental results from the combined ARPES, STM, and REXS indicate a charge order that appears consistently in surface and bulk, and in momentum and real space in cuprate superconductors 6 . In this case, the key questions surrounding charge order and its relevance to superconductivity are raised [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] : (a) Are the unusual properties observed from STM, REXS, and other experimental methods the result of the emergence of charge order? (b) Do superconductivity and charge order coexist? (c) Is charge order a necessary ingredient for superconductivity? These and the related issues are under investigation now.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, within the framework of the fermionspin theory, we have studied the nature of charge order and its evolution with doping in cuprate superconductors in the pseudogap phase by taking into account the electron self-energy (then the pseudogap) effect. Our result shows that the antinodal region of EFS is suppressed by the electron self-energy, and then the low-energy electron excitations occupy the disconnected Fermi arcs located around the nodal region. The charge-order state is driven by the Fermi-arc instability, with a characteristic wave vector corresponding to the hot spots of the Fermi arcs rather than the antinodal nesting vector. In particular, the Fermi arc in the underdoped regime increases in length with doping, while the charge-order wave vector reduces almost linearity with increasing doping. Our theory also indicates that there is a common origin for the Fermi arc, charge order, and pseudogap, and they are a natural consequence of the strong electron correlation.
In cuprate superconductors, mangy different kinds of ordered states, such as superconductivity, charge order (then pseudogap), and antiferromagnetism, occur on comparable temperature scales. When they compete, they do so on an almost equal footing 3 . Within the framework of the kinetic-energy-driven SC mechanism, we have shown that the quasiparticle coherence, related directly to the pseudogap, antagonizes superconductivity, and then T c is depressed to low temperatures 36, 43, 44 . Since there is an intimate connection between the pseudogap and charge order, charge order has a competitive role in engendering superconductivity. This kinetic-energydriven superconductivity also indicates that cuprate superconductors have two ground-states: a pseudogap (then charge-order) state above T c , which involves the electron correlation from the particle-hole channel, versus superconductivity below T c , which coexists with the charge-order (then the pseudogap) state, and involves the electron correlation from the particle-particle channel, and then the phase diagram as a whole is driven by the spin-excitation mediated interaction.
